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v5 changes:
• Arthur Mkrtchyan provided the datasheet for the XP4572B. The window is indeed borosilicate.
• Hamlet Mkrtchyan informed me that the SHMS aerogel uses the old G0 pmts with regular windows not quartz.
• Brad Sawatzky indicated that the Heavy Gas Cerenkov tubes have UV glass windows. He also said that, although the Noble 

Gas Cerenkov uses quartz tubes, they are inside the tank so isolated from Hall C air.
• Brad also suggested putting the Helium monitor inside the SHMS electronics hut.

v6 change:
• Howard Fenker found the XP2020Q procurement. I have separate slides now for References and Relevant PMT Procurements.
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Motivation

Simona Malace found gassy tubes on the SHMS quartz hodoscope, and she and Hamlet Mkrtchyan found gassy 
tubes on the HMS aerogel Cerenkov. (If I remember correctly.) The new-ish XP2020Q’s are dead as doornails, 
while new-ish ET9814QB’s and old XP4572B’s are on their last legs. 

This is a paradigm shift from our old view that PMTs are highly reliable and unlikely to stop us from taking data. 
And it’s a downer because PMT replacement is costly, there are typically only a few spare tubes on hand, 
procurements take months, and testing the new tubes and re-mounting them is a big effort.  

Since Helium is the usual suspect for short-term failures, and Arthur Mkrtchyan was asking me for “lessons 
learned” from the HMS aerogel, I thought it would be prudent to review the literature and establish what 
average Helium concentration we can tolerate near detectors that use pmts. 
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Experience
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Hall C –

Helium poisoning of pmts never seemed to be an issue in Hall C in the 6 GeV era, although a small amount of after-pulsing could have 
been missed. As far as I know, we could never afford any quartz window tubes even in our Cerenkov detectors. 

Hall C replaced hodoscope pmt’s once in the HMS because the 8-stage tubes were running out of gain and we couldn’t increase the HV 
any more.  All other pmts in the HMS have 20+ years of mileage on them.  

Hall A –

Hall A replaced one or two generations of hodoscope pmt’s. They had a long-term Helium leak in their Q3 which sits very close to their 
detector hut. They were also cooling the glass windows of their polarized 3He target with a jet of Helium gas. Leaks were eventually 
reduced, but when it was bad in the late 90’s, Bogdan Wojtsekhowski says he measured a Helium concentration as high as 1000x 
natural background (ie, 5000 ppm or 0.5% of an atmosphere).  These were regular pmts, without quartz or UV glass windows, so the 
Helium level must have been very high to damage them. 

The problem was mitigated by making the pmt housings semi-hermetic and continuously flushing them with air from outside the Hall. 

Helium leaks seem to persist in Hall A though. Dave Meekins says even now the Helium background on the target group leak detector 
goes up by 2 orders of magnitude when it is moved from EEL to Hall A. He says they do not see such a high level of background in Hall 
C. 

But of course, the two halls are connected by a maze. 



If you 

Permeability is the most critical model input: 
• The permeability of different glasses to Helium varies by 4 orders of magnitudes: so no worries with lime soda
• Fused silica is most permeable.  Such windows expected to show some after-pulsing within a decade. (WOW!)
• UV glass permeability is 0.5-1.5(?) orders of magnitude lower (ie, better) than fused silica. 

According to the above calculation for an example 2” ET 9266B PMT in a normal atmosphere:
• after-pulsing becomes significant when the tube Helium pressure reaches 1E-3 Torr,
• tube death should occur when the Helium pressure increases another order of magnitude to 1E-2 Torr, 
but that high a Helium pressure cannot be attained in a normal atmosphere. 

The partial pressure 
of He in normal air is 

5ppm*1Bar!

Background Helium 
will diffuse thru the 
window and walls of 

the pmt until the 
partial pressures 

equilibrate.   

The time evolution 
can be assumed to be  
linear … by the time 

it’s not linear, the 
tube is in trouble 

anyway.

Calculated Effect of Helium from Normal Atmosphere
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If you believe the 
manufacturer, a 

quartz window tube 
can never quite die 

from natural 
background Helium 

infiltration. 



Implication for SHMS XP2020QB PMTs
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As the “Q” in the name indicates, the window of the XP2020QB is made of fused silica.  These tubes should survive for at least several 
decades at normal partial pressure for Helium.

For these tubes to fail in a few years due to Helium infiltration (Howard Fenker says they arrived in the Hall C mid-June 2015), allowing for 
significant uncertainty in the estimates, would require  an average Helium background which is 10-200xnormal, or 50-200 ppm. I don’t
think we can yet rule out the lower end of that range is typical in Hall C. 

If we want to operate quartz window tubes for 20 years and have high confidence that they won’t fail due to Helium infiltration, then we 
arguably cannot tolerate long term average levels above 2x normal atmosphere, or 10 ppm. 



Implication for HMS Aerogel XP4572B PMTs
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Simona showed me noisy signals last year from these tubes (plus at least one tube that fed back and tripped off so is truly dead now).  

The window of the XP4572B pmt is borosilicate glass.  If the Helium background were at least 10x natural, then one could expect after-
pulsing after a few decades. As observed. 

(It’s hard to find a datasheet for the XP4572B. One can be found in the “other files” section at 
https://hallcweb.jlab.org/doc-private/ShowDocument?docid=854 )

https://hallcweb.jlab.org/doc-private/ShowDocument?docid=854


How Much Helium Would it Take to Double the Hall C
Concentration from 5 ppm to 10 ppm?
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The volume of Hall C is 9.472E5 ft3 (Walt Akers note, Jan 20, 2017) https://hallcweb.jlab.org/doc-private/ShowDocument?docid=815

At 5ppm concentration there are the following number of liters of Helium in Hall C: 

V(liters) = Total V(ft3) x (0.3048 m/ft)**3 x 1000 liters/m3 x 5E-6 = 134 liters of gaseous Helium  (or 0.2 liquid liters).

So it would take a sustained leak of Helium gas with negligible air exchange, or a few shot-glasses of liquid, to double the Helium in Hall C. 

Every magnet quench will probably take us well over a 10 ppm limit. That’s not necessarily fatal to quartz window pmts but the meter will 
be running. If a quartz tube lifetime is 100 ppm*years, then a 10,000+ ppm spike from ~500 liquid liters due to a quench would eat up 
100% of a quartz tube lifetime if it took several days to exchange the air.  

Figure 6 from Walt Akers et al, 
JLab tech note 16-045

Paul Brindza says the vent fans 
were turned on after the single,  

improperly vented dipole quench. 
This was long after Simona found 
problems with the quartz tubes. 

Even if Hall C is Helium leak- and 
quench-free, we can still receive 

Helium from leaks in Hall A or the 
accelerator via the upstream 

beamline.   

https://hallcweb.jlab.org/doc-private/ShowDocument?docid=815


Agilent PHD-4
for  PPM-level Measurements of Helium
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Andy Kenyon can borrow such a unit. I have asked him to take a 
measurement in Hall C as well as a fresh air control. If follow-up is needed,
I can look into it with my summer student, Sam Murry.   



Summary
• The partial pressure of Helium in normal air (5 ppm of 1 Atmosphere). That’s already high enough to cause noticeable after-pulsing 

of quartz window tubes within a decade. 

• According to the calculations, outright tube death should not be possible due to the infiltration of Helium of normal concentration.  
But it doesn’t take much of an excess to become a problem within the multi-decade lifetime of a detector. 

• For long term survival of quartz window pmts, we would need to limit the long-term average Hall C Helium level to < 10 ppm. 
If that is not achievable, we’ll have to treat quartz window pmts as expensive consumables (Howard’s suggestion), or use the Hall A 
solution: encasing the pmts and continuously flushing them with outside air. 

• Andy Kenyon will try to make measurements of the present background Helium concentration in Hall C. 

• I can’t rule out that even one magnet quench may put significant mileage on a quartz tube in the Hall. The simple idea of “12 hours 
for one air exchange” doesn’t mean what you think it does when there’s mixing. I need a mixing model.

• The gassy quartz window tubes Simona found on the quartz hodoscope might be explained if the Helium background in Hall C 
averaged at least 10x normal (50 ppm) during 2015-2016.  

• Helium infiltration may explain the severe after-pulsing of the old HMS XP4572B pmts in the aerogel detector. It would require at 
least 10x natural bkg over decades.  (Note: This scenario implies any other borosilicate tubes in the HMS should also be after-pulsing.) 

• The above 10 ppm Helium background limit would in principle also preserve other new tubes with UV glass window such as in the
quartz hodoscope and the Heavy Gas Cerenkov.  The only quartz tubes are inside the Nobel Gas Cerenkov, isolated from Hall C air. 
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What Link Comments

After-pulsing and 
poisoning studies:

https://hallcweb.jlab.org/doc-private/ShowDocument?docid=854
https://my.et-enterprises.com/pdf/9266B.pdf

Modelling of after-pulsing to tube death.
By ET. Great plots and simple explanations. 

http://aip.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.1136585 Measurements of after-pulsing
extending to tube death. 

Some modelling. 

charm.physics.ucsb.edu/people/incandel/selected_pubs/Helium.pdf Detailed modelling and measurements of 
after-pulsing to advanced stages. 

cabtes55.cnea.gov.ar/particulas/html/icfa/wiki/images/7/76/Afterpulses02.pdf
highenergy.physics.uiowa.edu/docs/presentations/Afterpulse_Results_Sept04.pdf

Some after-pulsing is present 
even in new tubes. 

http://aip.scitation.org/doi/full/10.1063/1.4954511 Beautiful demonstration that a microscope 
model of e+He ionization can reproduce the 

timing characteristics of after-pulsing. 

Helium measurement:

Agilent PHD-4 www.agilent.com/Library/usermanuals/Public/PHD-4.pdf Physics Division owns one.

https://hallcweb.jlab.org/doc-private/ShowDocument?docid=854
http://aip.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.1136585
http://aip.scitation.org/doi/full/10.1063/1.4954511
http://www.agilent.com/Library/usermanuals/Public/PHD-4.pdf


Relevant PMT Procurements
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What Link Comments

XP2020Q 2” pmts
32 units

https://misportal.jlab.org/reqs/pr/viewPr.do?prNum=254837 Joe Beaufait’s order, presumably for the 
quartz Cerenkov. 8/30/2006

XP4572B 5” pmts
22 units

https://misportal.jlab.org/reqs/pr/viewPrItems.do?prNum=195588 Hamlet’s original order for the HMS aerogel 
detector 2/27/2001

XP4572B 5” pmts
5 units

https://misportal.jlab.org/reqs/pr/viewPr.do?prNum=208578 Hamlet’s supplemental order 8/28/2002

XP4572B 5” pmts
5 units

https://misportal.jlab.org/reqs/pr/viewPr.do?prNum=214935 Mack order for Q-weak prototype pmts and 
aerogel spares? 5/29/2003

There were also procurements for the 5” XP4572B tubes for an HKS aerogel. 
They might be available to rebuild the HMS aerogel if they were stored in fresh air. 

Contact Tang/Reinhold. 

https://misportal.jlab.org/reqs/pr/viewPr.do?prNum=254837
https://misportal.jlab.org/reqs/pr/viewPrItems.do?prNum=195588
https://misportal.jlab.org/reqs/pr/viewPr.do?prNum=208578
https://misportal.jlab.org/reqs/pr/viewPr.do?prNum=214935


Extras
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The XP4572B datasheet at  https://hallcweb.jlab.org/doc-private/ShowDocument?docid=854
in “other files” indicates the window is borosilicate. 

I would like to point out however, that based on the wavelength cutoff (here I’ve marked 50% 
of maximum), it looks like the XP4572B uses a lime glass window. My confusion may be that the 
upper left plot is of course the product of the window transmission and the wavelength-
dependent QE. 

XP4572B in HMS Aerogel Detector
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https://hallcweb.jlab.org/doc-private/ShowDocument?docid=854
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Miscellaneous
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Strictly speaking, quartz is crystalline SiO2.  Fused silica is a glassy version of SiO2. 
I have used the two terms interchangeably.   

Long term storage: if quartz window pmts need to be stored long term, cold storage might 
be considered as the Helium permeability is strongly suppressed at lower temperatures. 
The permeability would be reduced almost one order of magnitude. 


